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News to know

It’s not often that the fate of several industries hangs on an election, but that appears to be
happening in California.
The livelihood of those working at Uber, Lyft, Instacart, DoorDash -- as well as
independent contractors in search advertising and marketing, music and photography, and
freelance writers -- seems unstable. And it's not due to COVID-19.

Click here to read more.

If you’re anything like me, the holiday season always seems to sneak up on you. Last
year, when I realized I hadn’t finished shopping for gifts, I had just enough time to buy
online. I barely hit my usual retailers’ final shipping windows. It was a close call, and while
I want to say I learned my lesson, I know that if this holiday season is like the last, I’ll do
the same thing.
That said, given what the last six months have looked like, this holiday season won’t be
much different. The pandemic has dramatically shifted shopping behaviors. In order to
adapt to things such as items being out of stock and shipping delays, I’ve tried new
services like curbside pickup to get what I need quickly. I’ve purchased items online earlier

than I would need them. And I’ve bought from new brands offering the best deals or
interesting new products.
Retailers know all too well that people are behaving very differently this year. At Google,
we’re able to see consumer behavior firsthand from the hundreds of millions of people
who do shopping-related searches on our platforms each day. And I can tell you that
people have already begun their holiday shopping.
To help retailers be ready for this holiday season, we’ve identified five shifts in shopping
behavior:

Click here to read more.

At long last, iPhone owners can finally customize their home screens with widgets.
(Android users, feel free to skip—y’all have had this feature for years.) After you install iOS
14, you can deck out your iPhone with fresh icons, wallpaper, and widgets for a fully
personalized look. Here’s how to get started.

Click here to read more.

Astronomers have been aware of water ice present on the surface of the Moon, but it had
only ever been discovered in deep, perpetually shadowed impact craters at its poles. That
water could be exposed to intense solar radiation in Luna’s practically nonexistent
atmosphere and not boil off into space seemed unlikely, at the very least. However, a
recent mission by NASA’s Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) has
confirmed just that, the space agency announced on Monday.
“Today, we are announcing the important discovery by SOFIA, that the previously
detected hydrogen on the sunlit surface is located in water molecules,” Paul Hertz, director
of the Astrophysics Division in the Science Mission Directorate at NASA, said during a
press conference. “This discovery raises new questions about how water is created on the
surface of the moon, and how it can persist in the harsh airless sunlight conditions of the
lunar surface.”

Click here to read more.

“Markets with the most political TV spending for 2019-2020:”

When will a vaccine arrive for the coronavirus? That's a complicated question, and one we
can't begin to answer until the first vaccine deemed safe and effective has gone through
the appropriate channels and oversights. While there are "vaccines" reportedly being
administered in China and Russia, any COVID vaccine you'll receive in the US will have to
gain FDA approval.
Once a drug is approved, it'll take time to make and distribute -- not everyone will be able
to get a vaccine at once.

Click here to read more.

Unlimited paid time off sounds great on paper.
You can take as much time as you need. And you don't have to submit requests, track
days or worry about saving time for any unplanned events. But several companies have
found that workers often end up taking less time off instead of more.
So some companies are trying a different approach: mandatory time off.

Click here to read more.

At present, the firms cannot be sued over what their users post online, or the decisions
they make over what to leave up and take down.
But some politicians have raised concerns that this "sweeping immunity" encourages bad
behaviour.
The three CEOs will say they need the law to be able to moderate content.
But Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg will add that he supports changes to the rule "to make
sure it's working".
Mr Zuckerberg, Twitter's Jack Dorsey and Google's Sundar Pichai were summoned before
the Senate after both Democrats and Republicans backed a subpoena vote.
Senators are worried about both censorship and the spread of misinformation.
And some industry watchers agree that the legislation - known as Section 230 - needs to
be revisited.

Click here to read more.

TikTok announced this morning it will expand the set of resources provided in its in-app
election guide in the U.S. to include direct access to sites that help users get information
about polling locations and hours, those that help people having voting difficulties, and
those offering other details how the voting process works, and more. TikTok also said it’s
working with the Associated Press (AP) to provide access to an interactive map showing
live results for both federal and state elections, as well as ballot initiatives, in the updated
guide.

Click here to read more.

Joey Gonzalez is the CEO of Barry’s, which specializes in high intensity interval training
and has nearly 70 studios across the U.S. and abroad. He is also an instructor.

COVID has been a humbling experience. The first thing we did was launch free Instagram
workouts, which kept our community engaged. Then we launched a digital platform, which
we built in 14 days using the Zoom platform. We had a moderator who filled in to give a
front-desk experience and to shout-out people in the classes to help our instructors.

Click here to read more.

As expected, the Federal Communications Commission voted 3-2 Tuesday to affirm its
2017 repeal of the Obama-era net neutrality rules.
The move comes around one year after a federal appellate court largely upheld the repeal,
but directed the agency to consider the impact of the repeal on three issues -- whether it
affects public safety, the Lifeline program (which subsidizes broadband) and regulations
regarding utility poles.
As expected, the Federal Communications Commission voted 3-2 Tuesday to affirm its
2017 repeal of the Obama-era net neutrality rules.
The move comes around one year after a federal appellate court largely upheld the repeal,
but directed the agency to consider the impact of the repeal on three issues -- whether it
affects public safety, the Lifeline program (which subsidizes broadband) and regulations
regarding utility poles.

Click here to read more.

Consumers’ accelerated shift to online shopping will be one of the lasting trends of 2020.
Nearly three-quarters (73%) of U.S. holiday shoppers said they plan to shop online more
for the holidays during COVID-19, a Google survey found. It’s unclear whether Amazon’s
Prime Day shift from July to October will last post-pandemic, but the timing gives us a
window into the holiday shopping season and what marketers can expect, plan for and
start doing now to maximize sales and revenue.
Amazon Prime Day sales hit $10.4 billion globally, according to an estimate from Digital
Commerce 360. That would mark a 45% jump over last year’s event in July. Amazon itself
declined to give overall revenue numbers, but said third-party sellers sold $3.5 billion
worth of goods on the marketplace over last week’s two-day Prime Day event.

Click here to read more.

Apple has quietly increased its efforts to develop its own search technology for iPhones,
according to a report by The Financial Times (FT), as regulators scrutinize the multibilliondollar payments that Google makes each year to ensure that its search engine is installed
as a default search tool.
When iPhone users with iOS 14, the latest iPhone software, type a query into the search
window, Apple now shows its own search results instead of Google’s. It also displays
auto-complete style suggestions, highlighting how it is learning from users most common
search queries. However, few are likely to have noticed the change.

Click here to read more.

Twitter hopes you're all prepared to wait. And then wait some more.
As we approach a U.S. presidential election marked by the coronavirus and a
corresponding increase in mail-in ballots, the social media giant that encourages users to
"see what's happening in the world right now" is taking a different approach. On Monday,
Twitter began a messaging campaign intended to inform its users that election results
might take a while — and that you shouldn't necessarily believe early claims of victory.

Click here to read more.

The holidays will look different for many people this year amid the coronavirus pandemic,
including the way we shop for gifts. Online sales during the holiday shopping season,
which runs from Nov. 1 to Dec. 31, are expected to grow 33% year over year to a recordbreaking $189 billion, according to a forecast from Adobe Analytics released Wednesday.
Among its predictions, Adobe expects deals to extend beyond the traditional Black Fridayto-Cyber Monday shopping week, often called cyber week, turning November and
December into "cyber months."

Click here to read more.

Apple added to its rapidly growing artificial intelligence portfolio earlier this year by
acquiring Spain-based AI video startup Vilynx for approximately $50 million, Bloomberg
reported Tuesday.
Vilynx, headquartered in Barcelona, built software that leverages computer vision to
analyze a video's visual, text, and audio content with the goal of "understanding" what's in
the video, which helps it categorize and tag metadata, generate automated video
previews, and recommend related content, according to an earlier version of its website.

Click here to read more.

The PlayStation 5 is huge. Standing at 15.4 inches tall and 10.2 inches deep, the PS5
looks less like a gaming console and more like a massive, old-school encyclopedia, but
bound in bright white fondant and completed with a black display plate. To use a more
relevant simile, the PS5 looks like a PC tower.

Click here to read more.
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